SENIOR FOOTBALL SECTION – SELECTION POLICY
A. Background
1. Throughout the season, selection is one of the most important and contentious issues, both on
an individual and Club-wide scale. It is the source of much discussion and, often, argument.
2. In light of this, the Club has decided to adopt and implement a written formal Selection Policy
(“the Policy”) in order to make the selection process more transparent and understood by the
players. Much of the Policy will not contain anything new, rather, it will be confirmation and
clarification of various practices that have occurred since the Club began.
3. The Policy contains guidance on:
3.1. The objectives of selection;
3.2. The factors taken into consideration in selection decisions;
3.3. The communication of selection decisions to players;
3.4. The role of the Chairman of Selectors; and
3.5. Other miscellaneous important matters.
B. Objectives of selection
4. The objectives of selection are to balance the following needs of the Club:
4.1. To select the strongest 22 for each grade of senior football of which the Club fields a
team;
4.2. For the Club to have regard to its future success by promoting and developing youth;
and
4.3. To be fair and consistent in the treatment of players.
5. It must be recognised that sometimes these objectives are not compatible with each other. For
example, a very talented player who does not train may not be picked in the senior team in which
the player is obviously able to play. This may have the effect of not, in theory, picking the strongest
22, however, it promotes fairness and consistency in selection.
Furthermore, it must be recognised that the balancing of these objectives may be different for
each level of our senior teams. For example, the emphasis on picking the stronger 22 will be
higher in the senior team than the lower levels.
C. Factors in the selection process
6. The following are factors to be considered by the selection committee in the selection of their
teams and individual players:
6.1. Ability – A player’s ability is the most important factor in determining which team the player
is selected in. No one benefits by a player playing in a team in which he is either too good or
simply not able to contribute to the side.
6.2. Form and performance – It is important to note that form and performance encompasses a
player’s performances over a period of matches, and not just a single performance. Also, the
selection committee is entitled to consider the quality of opposition in assessing a player’s
performance
6.3. Training – A player’s attendance at, and attitude during, training are factors to consider in
selection. However, this factor should not be applied blindly. For example, if a player cannot train

twice a week due to work or family commitments but can train once a week, this may not affect
selection. It must be recognised that the Club is not professional. Nevertheless, if a player does
have an issue regarding their training availability, the player must inform their Coach. It is also
expected that the player will take the initiative and under take their own personal training away
from the playing group to ensure the required performance standards are maintained.
6.4. Attitude, Culture & Contribution to the Club – A player is actively encouraged to share in
and celebrate the success of others, compete and demonstrate at all times a commitment to their
own performance and that of the team. Players are to act in a positive fashion at all times.
Consistently attending training, being punctual on match days, appearance and presentation at
these games and contribution to club events is expected from all club members. These factors will
always be considered when a selection decision is made and in particular, if it is a line ball decision
between players, the benefit will go with the player who has delivered the greatest in attitude,
culture or contribution to the club on and off the field.
6.5 Future development/potential – there will be a small number of highly talented younger
players who have the potential to play senior football they should be given preference in selection.
This doesn’t mean, however, that older players will automatically make way for younger players
regardless of performance. Nevertheless, where two players have similar claims to promotion or
similar arguments for demotion, preference should be given to the development of highly talented
younger players. However, this development needs to be properly managed and players who have
been with the team for the year should not be cast aside to bring in a talented younger player
unless it is at the Senior Team level and based on ability and form.
6.6. Initial reason for promotion/demotion – If a player is promoted due to a series of good
performances, the player should be given more of an opportunity in a higher grade than a player
who has been promoted to a team on the basis of unavailability in that grade. Similarly, if a player
is demoted for poor form, then the player may be required to perform better in the lower grade to
gain promotion than a player who has been dropped to a lower grade after, for example, returning
from an absence. At all times players demoted will be fully explained the reasons for the demotion
and issues required to be addressed in order to regain promotion
6.7. Team balance – A coach is entitled to have team balance to ensure the most competitive
outcomes are achieved. It is recognised a particular opposition can move the ‘best’ 22 to the right
22 (and hence best) to achieve an objective for a game.
6.8. Absence – If a player is unavailable to play because of an absence during the season, then
this will be a factor counting against the player in determining where the player is selected upon
their immediate return. The reason for the absence may, however, be a relevant consideration
(i.e. an absence due to injury, work or family commitments will be treated more favorably than
personal choices.)
D. Communication of selection decisions
7. A player is entitled to be individually notified of the fact that the player has been promoted or
demoted and the reason for that decision prior to general team announcements
8. The notification of a player’s promotion or demotion and the reason for the decision is to take
place after training on a Thursday night. Under no circumstances is a player’s promotion or
demotion to be communicated to anyone outside of the selection Committee before this time. The
message should ideally be face to face however if not possible then a call should be made. Text
message being a last resort method and should be followed with a face to face at the earliest
possible time.

9. The communication of a player’s promotion should be conveyed to the player by the coach of
the team into which the player has been promoted. The communication of a player’s demotion
should be conveyed to the player by the coach of the team from which the player has been
demoted from. It should be conducted in an appropriate manner and location.
10. In the event that the appropriate coach cannot communicate the message, the message
should be conveyed by the Chairman of Selectors.
F. Other miscellaneous important matters
11. It is the responsibility of the player to communicate with their coach or the Chairman of
Selectors about their unavailability for selection for a particular game as early as practically
possible.
12. The selection policy may be amended where required during the off-season by the Committee,
or in the event of very special circumstances, during the season.
13. A player who has not paid fees cannot be selected in circumstances where another
player, who has paid fees and is otherwise available, would miss out on selection.
14. Selection in Morningside senior teams shall be earned on merit and not given as a privilege.
15. Selection during Finals is a difficult selection time for both Coaches and Players alike. The
winning of finals is our ultimate objective however that does not mean we drop our core values:
•

Players who work to get the team to the finals or Grand Final should be always be given
strong consideration for selection

•

It is expected that players will have played at least 5 games with the team to be eligible
for finals selection irrespective of league rules – this is about logical focus on team
cohesion and values and not an individual’s value.

Note this is a rule in the case of the three development teams below the senior team (the
premier/senior grade will focus on best 22 for the game, opposition, venue, etc with the usual
appropriate club culture balance in decision making). In the case of exceptional circumstances
(such as all teams playing the same day and numbers shortages) this rule may be waived by
the Chairman of Selectors.
G. Selection Panel
Chairman of selectors and senior coach can liaise with captains, leadership group, other line
coaches not included in the selection committee, player/coach development manager and
fitness staff on selection matters, but none of the aforementioned can vote on selection matters
unless they are deemed to be on the selection panel.
Note: The Chairman of Selectors carries a Standards and Policy compliance role over all
teams and will refer any concerns to the Senior Football Operations Committee for review
and adjudication.

Make up of MAFC Senior/Reserves selection committee:
•
•
•
•

Chairman of selectors;
Senior coach;
2 senior assistant coaches;
Reserve grade coach.

The selection committee will be responsible for selecting both senior and reserve grade teams.
Third Senior Team selection committee:
•
•

Coach;
Assistant coach;

and in conjunction with the Reserves coach in regard to Senior List player availability.
U18 & Women’s Team selection committees:
•
•
•

Coach;
Assistant coaches;
One other member if only one Assistant Coach.

CHAIRMAN OF SELECTORS – MAFC SENIOR GRADES

Job description

The role of the chairman of selectors is as follows:

1. To convene selection meetings at the appropriate time for such meetings.
2. To chair these selection meetings and offer appropriate guidance, challenge and
advice on team and individual selection
3. To ensure the Club’s selection policy is implemented.
4. To communicate to players individually the promotion or demotion of a player
where this cannot be done by the appropriate coach.
5. To liaise with the football operations Sub Committee about any selection issues
which may arise.
6. To oversee selection across all four senior teams and ensure the Club’s selection
policy is compiled by with and its principles are upheld by coaches to ensure the
players and club’s best interests are appropriately managed

